PROJECT FLYER

CO 52 Hudson Roundabout
What Work is Being Done?
The Colorado Department of Transportation, in cooperation with Castle
Rock Construction Company of Colorado, LLC, plans to begin construction
on CO 52 near Hudson the week of June 1. Construction limits and traffic
impacts are expected at the intersection of CO 52 and I-76 and CO 52 and I76 Frontage Road. Motorists should expect up to 20 minute delays during
construction. Speed limits during construction will be reduced to 25 mph.
This project will improve safety and access to CO 52 by installing
roundabouts at the Love’s Travel Stop and the westbound ramps intersections, a traffic signal at the eastbound off ramp, and the
addition of sidewalk along the north side of CO 52 to increase pedestrian and bicycle connectivity. The bridge over I-76 will be expanded
so that the sidewalk can be brought up to standard and incorporate a new bike path system. Work is scheduled to begin Monday, June 1
and be completed by Fall of 2021. Castle Rock Construction of Colorado, LLC is the prime contractor for this $11.7 million project, which
will complete a corridor that safely moves vehicles, pedestrians and trucks efficiently.

Why is the work being completed?
This project is part of CDOT’s “Whole System. Whole Safety.” initiative aimed at enhancing safety for Colorado’s traveling public. The
intersection improvements will help move cars through the area efficiently and provide safer intersections and crossings for motorists
and pedestrians.

When will crews be working?
Work will take place Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Travel Impacts
● Traffic will be maintained in two lane configurations on SH 52 to keep access to local business.
● Added traffic control devices may be added at Love’s Travel Stop and at the off and on ramps (such as all direction
stop signs or temporary signals) to aid in traffic movement.
● I-76 will at times be reduced to one lane in each direction for ramp relocation and bridge construction.

Project Contact Information
●
●
●
●

Project Phone Line - (970) 702-7000
Project email – co52hudsonroundabout@gmail.com
Project web site - https://www.codot.gov/projects/co52-roundabout-hudson
Sign up for weekly project updates - Please log onto the project web site and fill out the right-side form to “Subscribe to Project
Updates.”

